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Chapter 4

How did the Slave
Trade Impact the
World?
Why were African slaves used primarily for forced
labor in the cotton and sugar plantations in the
Americas? (Instead of indentured servants and or
Native Americans)
Why was the Trans-Atlantic slave trade
transformative to the economic way of life in the
Americas?
How did African slavery in the New World diﬀer
fundamentally from past instances of slavery and
other systems of labor in the same era?
How did the geography of the region dictate the role
of slaves?

Section 1

The Trans Atlantic Slave Trade
QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY
1. Why were African slaves used primarily for
forced labor in the cotton and sugar
plantations in the Americas? (Instead of
indentured servants and or Native
Americans)
2. Why was the Trans-Atlantic slave trade
transformative to the economic way of life
in the Americas?
3. How did African slavery in the New World
diﬀer fundamentally from past instances of
slavery and other systems of labor in the
same era?

The Middle Passage
The Middle Passage was the forced voyage of enslaved Africans across the
Atlantic Ocean to the Americas. The following quote is from an African captive
during the Middle Passage from Africa to the Americas:
“The stench of the hold...was so
intolerably loathsome,that it was
dangerous to remain there for
any time...The closeness of the
place, and the heat of the
climate….almost suﬀocated
us...The shrieks of the women,

4. How did the geography of the region
dictate the role of slaves?

and the groans of the dying,

TERMS, PLACES, PEOPLE

horror almost inconceivable” -

Transatlantic Slave Trade

Oluadah Equiano, The

Triangular Trade

rendered the whole scene of

Interesting Narrative of the Life
of Olaudah Equiano,1789.

Middle Passage

Image source: http://consciouslyenlightened.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/slave-in-c
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Interactive 4.1 Slave
Narrative - Oladah Equiano

Muslim Arabs expanded this trans-Saharan slave trade, buying or
seizing increasing numbers of black Africans in West Africa,
leading them across the Sahara, and selling them in North Africa.
From there, most of these slaves were exported to far-oﬀ Asian
destinations such as the eastern Mediterranean, Anatolia (in
present-day Turkey), Arabia, Persia (present-day Iran), and India.
In addition to trading in Africa, the Portuguese began to export

Listen to Oladah Equiano’s words
read aloud.

small numbers of slaves to Europe, to work in the cities. At the
end of the 15th century, about 10% of the population of Lisbon
(one of the largest cities in Europe) was African. Also, by this time

The Trans-Saharan Slave Trade

Europeans had established sugar plantations on the islands oﬀ of
Northwest Africa and the slave trade to those islands had

During the 15th century, the Portuguese sought to bypass Muslim

become proﬁtable. This was the start of the movement to use

North Africans who had held a monopoly on the sub-Saharan

slave labor for plantation agriculture and foreshadowed the

trade in gold and spices. As the Portuguese explored and traded

development of slavery in the Americas.

in West Africa, they soon realized that money could be made by
transporting slaves along the Atlantic coast to Muslim merchants.
More than 500 years before the Trans Atlantic Slave Trade
began and Africans made their way across the Atlantic Ocean to
the New World, Arabs had been the ﬁrst to import large numbers
of African slaves to work sugar plantations at the north end of the
Persian Gulf. By 1,000 C.E. cotton and sugar had become
desired crops from Iran to Spain. Muslim Arabs pioneered new
trade routes and discovered new trading goods such as citrus
fruits, cotton, sugar, silver, and gold from east and west Africa.

Transatlantic Slave Trade
According to the North Carolina Civic Education Consortium,
Europeans began to explore Africa in search of gold. By the
1450’s the Portuguese interest in Africa moved away from gold
toward a much more available commodity--slaves. It was a trade
in which every stage of the journey could be proﬁtable for
merchants. This began because European powers in the new
world lacked a work force. Most of the Ameri-Indians were dead
from diseases brought over by Europe. The Europeans were
unsuited to work because of the climate and suﬀered tropical
83

diseases. Africans however had experience with keeping cattle

By analyzing the images below, explain how the triangular trade

and agriculture, were used to a tropical climate, and were

beneﬁtted those in power in Europe, Africa, and the Americas.

resistant to tropical diseases.
Triangular Trade
What was the Triangular Trade? Named for the rough outline of
the shape made on a map, the triangular trade represented the
three stages of an extensive trading process involving three
continents. The ﬁrst stage of the Triangular Trade involved taking
manufactured goods from Europe to Africa: cloth, spirit, tobacco,
beads, metal goods, and guns. The guns were used to help
expand empires and obtain more slaves (until they were ﬁnally
used against European colonizers). These goods were exchanged
for African slaves. The second stage of the Triangular Trade ( also
known as The Middle Passage) involved shipping slaves to the

http://todayinsocialsciences.blogspot.com/2012/10/some-interactive-maps-about-triangular.html

Americas. The third, and ﬁnal, stage of the Triangular Trade
involved the return to Europe with the yield of crops from the
slave-labor plantations: indigo, cotton, sugar, tobacco, molasses
and rum.
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Interactive 4.2 Crash
Course: The Atlantic Slave
Trade

What was
the
economic
reason for
slaves?

How many
slaves did
they use?

Where
What was
What type
were they
the social
of work did
getting
impact of
the slaves
their slaves
slavery to
do?
from?
the region?

Greeks
Romans
Muslim
Arabs
After viewing the following clip, ﬁll
in a chart like the one below
demonstrating why each group
used slaves

American
Colonies

What was so fundamentally different about the
transatlantic slave trade than from previous forms of
slavery?
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Section 2

Indentured Servitude and Encomienda in the New
World - Comparing Slavery and Coerced Labor
QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY

As you read about the diﬀerent forms of labor used in America, consider the

1. Why were African slaves used primarily for
forced labor in the cotton and sugar
plantations in the Americas? (Instead of
indentured servants and or Native
Americans)

diﬀerences in daily life, treatment, length of labor, and the eﬀectiveness of each

2. Why was the Trans-Atlantic slave trade
transformative to the economic way of life
in the Americas?

type of labor.

Interactive 4.3 Indentured
Servants

3. How did African slavery in the New World
diﬀer fundamentally from past instances of
slavery and other systems of labor in the
same era?
4. How did the geography of the region
dictate the role of slaves?
TERMS, PLACES, PEOPLE

Indentured servants ﬁrst arrived in
America in the decade following
the settlement of Jamestown by
the Virginia Company in 1607.
Learn more in this interactive.
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Encomienda/Hacienda
Once Spain established colonies in the Americas, thousands of
Spaniards arrived to build a new colonial empire. To protect
Spanish investments, the Spanish empire needed to be proﬁtable;

type of torture. Although Spain did in fact pass the New Laws of
the Indies in 1542 which forbade enslavement, the laws were
never enforced due to the distance to Spain. Appalling
conditions under the system continued.

therefore, the Spanish government realized how important it was
to control its economic activities--especially trade. Since the
most valuable resources were silver and gold, the government
quickly established that colonists could only export raw materials

Daily Life

to Spain and could only import ﬁnished goods from Spain. (Even
trade between Spanish colonies was forbidden.)
Once sugar cane had been introduced to the area of the West
Indies and elsewhere, its proﬁtability soared. However, sugar
cane as a raw material, had to be grown on plantations--large
estates of land usually owned by one individual who employed an
overseer. Obviously, the only way for sugarcane grown on
plantations to be proﬁtable depended upon slave labor. At ﬁrst,
Spanish monarchs granted conquistadors or conquerors
encomiendas--rights granted to colonists in the Americas to

Treatment

How long
did they
have to
work?

Was this
type of
labor
effective in
accomplish
ing it’s
goal?

Indentured
Servants
Encomienda/
Hacienda
Slavery in
the colonies

Interactive 4.4
Encomienda/Hacienda

demand labor or tribute from Native Americans. To run the
Spanish colonial empire, the encomienda system was established
to force Native Americans to work in mines and on plantations
under the most brutal conditions. Christian missionaries like
Bartolome de Las Casas, a priest, condemned the essential
slavery that occurred under the encomienda system and
pressured the Spanish government to pass laws outlawing this

Learn more about the
Encomienda/Hacienda systems
here.
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Section 3

The Impact of the Slave Trade
QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY
1. Why were African slaves used primarily for
forced labor in the cotton and sugar
plantations in the Americas? (Instead of
indentured servants and or Native
Americans)
2. Why was the Trans-Atlantic slave trade
transformative to the economic way of life
in the Americas?
3. How did African slavery in the New World
diﬀer fundamentally from past instances of
slavery and other systems of labor in the
same era?

Societal and Cultural Impacts
The societal and cultural impacts of the transatlantic slave trade were signiﬁcant
as the mix of diverse peoples gave rise to a new social class structure in Spanish
America. Combined with many blended traditions of the Spanish, Native
Americans and African peoples, the result was a blended culture that included
unique styles of architecture, language, farming styles, cooking styles, drama,
dance, song, and religious practices to name a few cultural aspects.
A large part of South America that remained outside of the realm of the Spanish
empire due to the Treaty of Tordesillas in 1494 was Brazil. Portugal had claimed
this area as its empire with the issue of land grants to nobles who agreed to settle
the land and share any proﬁts made with the Portuguese crown. A big diﬀerence

4. How did the geography of the region
dictate the role of slaves?

here was that the area of Brazil oﬀered no instant amount of wealth from gold or

TERMS, PLACES, PEOPLE

ranching were the sources of Portuguese proﬁts. However, as many as four million

diaspora

African slaves were sent to this area, like the Spanish empire, a blended culture

silver. The exportation of brazilwood and plantation agriculture, along with cattle

developed.
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Religion
The need for slave labor in the Americas was accompanied by the
religious argument that Africans could be exposed to Christianity
through the work of missionaries and would convert from their
current religious practices which were either Islam or a wide
variety of polytheistic religions. Ironically, although conversion to

few traditional kingdoms (like Benin, a kingdom in southern
Nigeria) were able to limit the trade or regulate it with local law. In
the end, though, few were successful over the long haul: these
small, centralized kingdoms were not very eﬀective at resisting
the slave trade and their populations dwindled as European
demand and greed increased.

Christianity was one of many justiﬁcations for enslaving Africans,

During the Transatlantic slave trade, millions of slaves were

very little religious conversion occurred because missionary work

transported to the Americas from Africa. The slave trade

got in the way of productivity which equalled lower proﬁts.

beneﬁtted the European economies greatly. However, African

In the southern states of the U.S. the surgence of Protestant

society was completely devastated.

Evangelicalism helped bring about the ﬁrst substantial conversion

View the clip and discuss in what ways African society was

to Christianity during the few decades prior to the Civil War. After

impacted by the Trans-Atlantic Slave trade. Be speciﬁc with your

the Civil War, the church continued to exist at the center of the

answer.

community for newly emancipated slaves. By this time, religion
had become one means of helping secure self-determination by
African Americans.

Interactive 4.5 What your
Textbooks Never Told You

Economic
The eﬀects of the slave trade on West Africa were daunting-especially in terms of demographics. West African populations
were greatly reduced so slave traders headed into the interior
portions of the continent in order to obtain slaves. Coastal areas
couldn’t keep up with the European demand for slave labor and
wars and slave raids within the continent further decimated the
population along with consequences to the environment. Only a

Learn more about the impact of
the Atlantic Slave Trade in this
video.
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Geography and Culture

Creation of the African Diaspora

As you study the following image, think about the role that

The forced migration of the African and Atlantic slave trades

geography played in establishing the need for slave labor.

dispersed Africans to new locations far from their ancestral
homeland. These new locations that enslaved Africans found
themselves living in are known as the Diaspora. The African
Diaspora resulted from forced migrations in multiple directions:
west across the Atlantic, east to the Muslim Middle East, and
throughout the African continent. The demand for slaves was
highest in lands across the Atlantic, where over ten million
enslaved individuals were forced to migrate to during the years of
the trans-Atlantic slave trade. The combined numbers of subSaharan Africans forced to migrate to the Middle East and to
lands other than those of their ancestors within Africa near 14
million. For those Africans leaving the continent, more men
migrated west and more women migrated east. The gender
disparity among slaves travelling in each direction was dictated
by the demands of the slave market in each region. In the west,
more men were required for labor- intensive plantation work,
whereas there was a higher demand for domestic slaves, usually
women, in the east.
The destinations of slaves in the western trade, that is the transAtlantic trade, clustered around European colonies with plantation
systems. In the 16th and early 17th centuries, most slaves were
destined for Spanish and Portuguese mainland colonies, stopping
ﬁrst at the major transit markets on the Caribbean islands of
90

Curacao and St.

While the diversity of regions from which slaves originated makes

Eustatius. In the second

it diﬃcult to generalize, and certainly not all regions or Africans

half of the 16th century,

can be lumped together, a good many of Africans in the Diaspora

the biggest Spanish-

would have shared certain common elements. These elements

American markets were

include a shared religious worldview, including healing practices,

Veracruz, Cartagena, and

similar deities, ancestor worship, and the practice of divination,

Lima. The preference for

as well as the music and dance sensibilities that accompanied

male slaves on

religious expression. These common elements often served as

plantations and the

the basis of new communities in the Diaspora. In some plantation

resulting gender

societies, such as in the West Indies, slaves were required to

imbalance required a

build their own houses in the slave quarters and organize the

steady supply of

communal work areas. Houses and communal work spaces in

enslaved Africans

these instances were African in style, at times reﬂecting a

through the 18th century, and the origins of these slaves varied.

particular region such as the Mandingo-style pointed roofs of

For example, the regions of origin of the majority of slaves in

slave houses in the West Indies. It was here, in slave quarters,

Portuguese Brazil included Senegambia, Bight of Benin, Kongo,

that Africans in the Diaspora on the western side of the Atlantic

and Bight of Biafra. However, concentrations of Africans from the

Ocean formed new networks and communities.

same regions existed in quite a few of the New World colonies. In
the French Caribbean colony of Saint Domingue, records show a
high percentage of slaves from the Kongo. Africans from West
Central Africa were enslaved in large proportions of the British
colony, and later American state, of South Carolina. European
slave traders and owners referred to African ethnicities as nations.
They characterized these nations according to perceived
demeanor, and individual slavers and owners would show
preference for slaves from particular nations.
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Writing in World History
This Era of world history has
focused on exploration and it’s

Interactive 4.6 Previewing
Era 6 - Using The World
GeoHistoGram

impact on the world. Over the last
three chapters you have explored
this in depth by looking how the
world changed with the age of
exploration. In this chapter you
have speciﬁcally learned more
about the Slave Trade by examining
both primary and secondary source
documents.
Using your new knowledge, as well as your prior learning, answer
this chapter’s Compelling Question: How did the Slave Trade
impact the world?

The last three chapters have dealt
with Era 5 of World History. Turn
on the “Eras” layer on the
GeoHistoGram as well as the
“Empires” layer. Which empires
had the greatest inﬂuence during
Era 5? Does their impact appear
to grow or lessen in Era 6? Will
new empires take their place?
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Chapter 5

To What Extent is
Violence Necessary to
Bring About Change?

How successful are political revolutions to bring out
lasting change?
Are revolutions treasonous?
To what extent is violence necessary to bring about
change?
How did the Enlightenment inﬂuence the Era of
Political Revolutions?

Chapter 6

Was the Industrial
Revolution Worth
the Human Cost?
What were the political and economic impacts of
the Industrial Revolution?
How and why did the Industrial Revolution cause
shifts in population?
What new forms of technology propelled the
Industrial Revolution?
How did the Industrial Revolution shape the
distribution of global power?
How did the Industrial Revolution change society?

Chapter 7

Why did Europe’s
Inﬂuence in the World
Outpace that of Other
Geographic Regions?

What were the consequences of political and
nationalistic revolutions?
What factors contributed to the growth of nationstates and the rise of nationalism?
How did the growth of nation-states in Europe diﬀer
from that in the rest of the world?
How was China weakened by European inﬂuence?
How did Japan build itself into a world power in a
short time?

Chapter 8

Did Movement
Connect the
World?
What were the political, cultural, and economic
motives for imperialism in the 19th century?
Why were European powers able to spread
imperialism through Africa, the Middle East, and
Asia so quickly?
How did native peoples respond and or resist
imperialism?

Chapter 9

How did World
War I Shape the
Global
Landscape?
Why was World War I considered the ﬁrst global
war, and how did it impact the average citizen?
What was the legacy of World War I?
Why was Nationalism such a driving force in the
global conﬂict?
What impact did technology have on the war’s
changing landscape?

What factors led to the Armenian genocide, and
what were its eﬀects?
Which provisions of the Treaty of Versailles made
the insurance of a lasting peace impossible?

Chapter 10

Were the Causes
of World War II
Inevitable?
Why did the world succumb to economic
depression after the Great War?
How did economic depression shape the political
landscape?
How and why did totalitarianism play out diﬀerently
in Italy, Germany, the Soviet Union, and Japan?

Chapter 11

Were the
Outcomes of
World War II
Inevitable?
How did the Appeasement Policy contribute to the
beginning of World War II?
What policies, alliances, and actions contributed to
the start of World War II?
What were the main causes of World War II?
Was war inevitable?

Chapter 12

When are
Revolutions
Appropriate?
To what extent was life fundamentally diﬀerent for
people before and after various revolutions /
independence movements?
What economic conditions led to calls for change?
To what extent did the challenges to capitalism
contribute to various revolutions / independence
movements?
What motivated people from various areas to seek
change in the political status quo?

Chapter 13

How Signiﬁcant
Was the Cold War
in Creating the
Modern World?
What were the origins of the Cold War?
What were the causes and consequences of Cold
War conﬂicts?
How did the Cold War aﬀect major regions of the
world?
What are the long-term consequences of the Cold
War?

Chapter 14

WasDecolonization an
Inevitable Outcome of
World War II?

What were the motivations for colonial people to
seek independence?
What was the response of the colonial powers to
independence movements?
What were the consequences for the people in the
former colonies of independence?

Chapter 15

Is the World More
or Less Secure
with Integration
and
Globalization?

Chapter 16

Do Global Trade
Agreements
Beneﬁt Societies?

Chapter 17

What Causes
Conﬂict Within
Societies?

